
Methods:
To evaluate the influence of space weather variables, we used
adjusted rate ratios (RRs), their 95% confidence intervals, and
p-value of coefficients in the Poisson regression model.
Results:
12330 AMI cases (men and women n = 6942 and 5388,
respectively) were registered. The study revealed that a
higher risk of AMI and were related to the period of 3 days
before GS—a day after GS, and a stronger effect was
observed during the spring-autumn period. The strongest
effect of high-speed solar wind (HSSW) was observed on the
day of the event. We found significant associations between
the risk of AMI and the occurrence of Solar flares (SFs)
during GSs. We also found a statistically significant increase
in rate ratios for all AMIs between the second and fourth
days of the period of interplanetary coronal mass ejections
(ICMEs).
Key messages:
� This Abstract is a part of PostDoc project. One of the goal of

this project is to determine and evaluate heliogeophysical
factors that have an effect on morbidity and mortality from
CVD.
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Background:
While neighborhood audit tools are commonly assessed for
inter- and intra-rater reliability, validity and relevance are not
always demonstrated.
Methods:
A stratified random sample of 45 neighbourhoods in Limassol
were audited with the 150-item Cyprus Neighborhood
Observational Tool for urban environments (CyNOTes).
Ratings were correlated with census indicators of socio-
economic disadvantage. The extent to which residents’
neighborhood assessment (Place Standard, N = 444) and self-
rated quality of life (SF-36 in second sample N = 450) differed
across neighborhoods classified according to domain were
explored in mixed random effect models.
Results:
CyNOTes items are organized in 9 domains (internal
consistency=0.5-0.9) with a 3-factor higher structure. In
seven, a stepwise pattern of lower mean ratings was observed
across increasing socioeconomic disadvantage, for domains
rated generally high across neighborhoods (e.g. lack of physical
disorder) and low (e.g. outdoor spaces). Though not always
statistically significant, a systematic pattern of higher self-rated
health was observed in better-off neighborhoods across most
domains. ‘‘Pedestrian environment’’ captured the largest
difference for both physical (1.34 95%CI 0.42,2.26), p = 0.005
per tertile increase) and mental health (1.46 95% 0.54,2.40;
p = 0.003). ‘‘Social contact’’ and ‘‘Safety: lack of security-
related features’’ were more likely to be rated favorably in
disadvantaged neighborhoods, however no associations with
quality of life were observed. While the residents’ assessment
was often in the expected direction, more for built environ-
ment features, this was not always the case.
Conclusions:
The study demonstrated the content, construct, criterion and
predictive validity of an audit tool for supplementary profiling
the built, physical and social health-related neighbourhood
environment. Concurrent validity against residents’ percep-
tions was not always supported, raising questions about
differential expectations.

Key messages:
� Neighbourhood audits can provide useful supplementary

information not captured by other community assessment
methods and independent of residents’ perceptions.
� Depicting the social gradient in the neighborhood micro-

environment can trigger and contextualize the conversation
about place effects on health among Public Health research
and policy community.
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Background:
Although neighborhood environmental factors have been
found to be associated with cognitive decline, few longitudinal
studies have focused on their effect among older adults living
in rural areas. This longitudinal study aimed to investigate the
effect of neighborhood environmental factors on cognitive
decline among rural older adults.
Methods:
The data of 503 older adults aged > 60 years who were living in
Unnan City in Japan and had participated in two surveys
conducted between 2014 and 2018 were analyzed. Cognitive
function was assessed using the Cognitive Assessment for
Dementia, iPad version 2. Elevation, hilliness, residential
density, and proximity to a community center were measured
using geographic information system. Logistic regression
examined the effect of each neighborhood environmental
factor (in quartiles: Q1-Q4) on cognitive decline.
Results:
A total of 57 (11.3%) participants demonstrated a decrease in
cognitive function at follow up. Elevation (Odds ratio (OR): 3.37,
95% Confidence Interval (CI): 1.11-10.20 for Q3 vs. Q1; OR:
5.43, 95% CI: 1.89-15.56 for Q4 vs. Q1) and hilliness (OR: 3.45,
95% CI: 1.46-8.11 for Q4 vs. Q1) were associated with a higher
likelihood of cognitive decline. Residential density and distance to
a community center were not associated with cognitive decline.
Conclusions:
Elevated and hilly environments may increase risk of cognitive
decline among rural older adults.
Key messages:
� Residents in mountainous regions tend to have limited

accessibility to various living centers.
� Those who live in elevated and hilly areas within the

mountainous regions may have further limited accessibility
and availability of locations where they can interact with others.
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Background:
The aim of the paper is to assess how well prepared are the
public and the public institutions for developing a digital
climate change monitoring system.
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